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Summary of action project:  
 
People act according to their convenience and the most convenient way to get rid of  
Waste is by throwing it anywhere. These habits have jeopardized the global ecological  
Security. The misuse and mismanagement of polyethylene has proved to be really  
Hazardous for our mother earth and its living beings. 
We the ‘Nature Bodies’ have decided to vanquish the harmful impacts of Poly Bags on 
our school environment. For this myself and my companions planned to spread 
awareness among our students and other people through rallies, dramas, competitions and 
campaigns, asking them to stop using Poly Bags and encouraging them to plant trees. 
By this project we made a change the habits of the individual and they became a change 
Maker in society, which leads to great change in the environment. 
 

 
The insights I have got in the project 
1. Habit of people in the field of waste 
management. 
 
2. Very tough to convince the people, but if 
constantly work hard we can change the 
mind setup of people. 
 3. I learn how to analyze the data.  
4.  Methods to convince people. 
 
5.  Different methodology to solve the 
problem. 
 
The successes: 
1.  The organic waste is used in the kitchen garden concept as it can be converted into                  
manure at home itself. 
2. Out of 50 houses, 30 have adopted both WB and KG, 09 Adopted only WB, 7 adopted 
only KG and 4 adopted none method of waste  
3.  In Waste management we involved the people of slum area who Generated Green 
economy by reusing and recycling the waste. 
 
The challenges: 
1. Convincing children for the counseling.  
2. Initial problems in executing the plan of action. 
3.  20% Parents opposed the plan. 
 
Initially we have done this project in 50 houses and in future I am planning to set up this 
project in a large area so, that I can time to time implement this project in our district, not  
only in our city but in our whole India so that our environment will remain greener and 
cleaner.  


